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When you choose a Peugeot, you’re

buying more than an elegant piece

of design or a superb piece of

engineering, you’re buying a vision –

our dream of a marque that

embodies your desires and meets

your expectations in every way.

A vehicle that is the very

personification of the Peugeot spirit.

This spirit, or essence, of our

marque can be summed up in four

words. Style, quality, dynamism and

innovation – the values that every

Peugeot is created around.

So what does that mean to you ? 

It means beauty. Stunning design,

pure Peugeot lines, the very

quintessence of aesthetics as seen

by top Peugeot designers. Or

roughly translated, a car that makes

your heart beat faster every time

you look at it.

It means a car that you can trust.

Every new Peugeot is built to the

very highest standards, ensuring

technical excellence, superb handling

plus peace of mind, and is

engineered to achieve optimum

active and passive safety.

It also means passion. Our passion

for creating cars with real poise and

precision, cars that communicate

with the road and connect with you,

lifting your spirits on every journey.

Cars that reawaken your enthusiasm

for driving.

And it goes without saying that it

means intelligence. Innovative

designs and features that answer

your demands for better, safer, more

comfortable and environmentally

respectful vehicles (we’ve reduced

emissions from our engines and

every new car we build is 90%

recyclable).

These are the strands of Peugeot

DNA that you’ll find running

through every vehicle that bears our

name today, and every car that we’ll

build tomorrow – just as the four

lines run through the pages of this

brochure. Creating the perfect

chemistry between you and your

car. And ensuring you the drive of

your life.
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Meet the drive of your life

7Seduction //

You know when you’ve met your

perfect match – that instant sense of

connection, the raised heartbeat.

The feeling that you’ll go well

together.

That’s how it is with the 207.

Your eyes are immediately drawn to

its sporty, dynamic design, and the

perfectly balanced chassis with its

promise of unshakeable poise and

precision on the road.

You can’t help but follow the

muscular lines that flow all the way

from its sleek head to its powerful,

compact tail. Nor can you ignore the

purposeful way the bonnet sweeps

towards the wide, cat-like headlights

and the highly characteristic front

grille – so unmistakably Peugeot.

And whether you are looking at

a classic 207 or coveting one

of the sportier versions, it’s

impossible not to wonder if the

driving experience will be every

bit as intense as you’ve heard.

You’ll just want to get to know it

better.
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More life in your drive

If you really want to send your

senses into overdrive, head straight

for the responsive 207 Sport, the

luxurious SE Premium or the

spirited GT.

Their exhilarating performance and

surefooted handling are reflected in

their more aggressive front styling.

An extended bonnet lip is balanced

by a wider front air inlet and set off

by chrome mounted front fog lights.

There are even more sporting clues

to look forward to at the rear,

thanks to the neat spoiler on the

tailgate and the chromed oval

tailpipe.

How irresistible can a car get?
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Driving any 207 is enough to lift

your spirits. But the feel-good factor

really increases if you choose the

panoramic Cielo glass roof*.

Measuring a generous 1.1m2 it lets

light flood in whatever the weather,

making the whole car feel incredibly

airy and spacious.

You don’t have to worry about

losing your cool when the sun

comes out either.The heat reflective

glass has been thermally treated to

filter out the sun’s ultra violet rays,

optimising the performance of your

air-conditioning in the process.

Plus if you really feel the need to

cover up, the integral blind is easy to

slide across.

Being Peugeot, we take care of the

little things too.The generous

interior cleverly conceals lots of

handy storage compartments.Try

packing those odd bits and bobs in

the pockets inside and on top of the

glove box…or in the one under the

radio**. Alternatively you can stow

them by the double cup holder on

the centre console. Or in the door

pockets…

We’ve even included headlights that

stay on for a few seconds after

you’ve left your car to see you safely

to your door (avoiding the puddles).

Isn’t it amazing how a little extra

thought can make all the difference?

*Standard on SE Premium and GT. Optional on

Sport.

**Not applicable if optional CD autochanger is

fitted.

To find out more about the
panoramic glass roof visit
www.peugeot.co.uk

Get a whole new outlook

Comfort //



With the 207, the way it makes you

feel is just as important as the

way it looks.

The adrenalin rush begins the

moment you first sit in the perfectly

contoured driver’s seat. Start by

adjusting its height and rake.

Then make yourself even more

comfortable by altering the height

and reach of the steering wheel –

you’ll find the 207 has been

designed to maximise your control

whatever your size or stature.

All set? Then you’re ready to

appreciate some of the other

features that make driving the 207

such a positive experience.

Like the way the radio/CD player

and ventilation controls sit snugly

within easy reach on the centre

console. Or the fact that the

automatic dual-zone air-

conditioning* lets you set your ideal

temperature and air-flow

independently to that of your front

seat passenger.

Make sure you don’t overlook some

of the finer details either.

Take the fragrance diffuser** for

example. Discretely positioned

above the central air vents, it lets you

fill the cabin with your favourite,

energising scent.

You also get electric front windows,

remote locking and 2/3 - 1/3 folding

rear seats as part of the package.

And what about the way the hustle

and bustle is silenced the instant

you close the door, thanks to the

207’s high levels of sound insulation?

We think you’ll agree you’re well

on the way to pure driving pleasure.

*Standard on SE Premium and GT. Combined

option on Sport and GTi.

**Standard on SE Premium and GT. Combined

option on GTi.
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Glance at the easy-to-read
instruments. Grip the steering wheel.
Then slip into gear, put your foot on
the accelerator and prepare for one
of the most intense driving
experiences of your life.

Out on the open road, both you and
the 207 come alive.The car’s dynamic
performance(1) and sure-footed
composure invite you to explore its
boundaries and enjoy the pleasure of
precise, instant control.

You’ll discover that the 207 is a
real driver’s car.And a safe one too,
thanks to a range of innovative driving
assistance systems.

The speed limiter and cruise 
control(2) take the strain out of
keeping within the speed limits.

The automatic front windscreen
wipers(3) are programmed to operate
as soon as the first drops of rain hit
the windscreen.While the
photosensitive electrochrome interior
rear-view mirror(4) dims the instant it
detects you’re in danger of being
dazzled from behind.

The car’s even smart enough to keep
you out of trouble if you have a
puncture.The tyre pressure sensors(5)

automatically warn you of any loss of
tyre pressure – even telling you which
wheel is affected.
The 207 doesn’t stop looking
after you when you reach your
destination either.

There’s a rear parking assistance
system(6) to help you manoeuvre in
and out of tight spaces, giving you

graphic and acoustic warning of
obstacles when you’re reversing.

What’s more, when you trigger the
central locking with your remote plip,
the door mirrors automatically fold
back to protect them from knocks
while you’re parked(5).

Excitement and intelligence. No
wonder the 207’s all set to
become a 21st century classic.

(1) Details of performance and economy can be

found at www.peugeot.co.uk

(2) Optional on Sport, SE Premium, GT and GTi.

(3) Combined option on Sport and GTi. Standard on

SE Premium and GT.

(4) Standard on SE Premium and GT. Combined

option on GTi.

(5) Standard on GT model only. Combined

option on GTi.

(6) Option on Sport, SE Premium GT and GTi.

Combined with electric folding door mirrors.

It’s not just the 207’s chassis

that’s a great communicator.

The RT3 GPS radio telephone*

includes a hands-free GSM phone to

keep you in touch with your world,

plus a satellite navigation system to

help you stay on course.To work out

where you’re going, simply insert the

map CD-ROM and follow the

directions on the 16:9 colour screen.

And should you feel the need for a

little extra entertainment en route,

the system also includes a radio and

5 CD autochanger.

The GT model features the level two

RD4 radio.This boasts lots of

practical features like ‘list mode’,

which lets you display and select

stations at any time. Plus it’s MP3 CD

compatible so you can take your

favourite music with you wherever

you go.There is also the option of

a hands free Bluetooth kit** (not

compatible with RT3 system).

Also available as an option, the JBL

hi-fi system specially designed for 207

delivers 240 watts of superb stereo

sound, transforming your 207 into a

mobile concert hall via its 10

speakers carefully positioned

throughout the cabin.
*Optional on GT and GTi only.

**Optional on S, Sport, SE Premium, GT

and GTi models
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Passion //

Inspired performance

17

Life would be very dull without choice.That’s why the 207 is available with eight different
engines, ranging from responsive direct-injection petrol engines to the latest-generation, common
rail HDi diesels.All different, but all with one thing in common.
The ability to energise your drive, and your life.Which one will you choose ?

Petrol 

1.4 litre 8v 75 bhp
With its 5-speed manual gearbox, this

economical 1.4 litre has more than

enough power to keep you

entertained. High torque availability

at low engine speeds gives it all

the flexibility you need to cope with

city traffic.

1.4 VTi 16v 95 bhp
This lively and responsive 95 bhp 1.4

engine is a collaboration between

PSA Peugeot Citroen and the BMW

Group. It delivers power smoothly

through a 5-speed manual gearbox

and variable valve timing for greater

efficiency, ensuring peak performance

at all times.

1.6 VTi 16v 120 bhp
Looking for stronger performance?

The 120 bhp 1.6, also developed

jointly with the BMW Group, serves

up an exciting combination of power

and responsiveness when you need

to press on, thanks to variable valve

technology and high torque delivery

throughout the range. Choose

between 5-speed manual transmission

or smooth Tiptronic automatic.

1.6 litre 16v THP 150 bhp
Developed jointly by PSA Peugeot

Citroen and the BMW Group,

exhilaration comes as standard with

this powerful, yet refined

turbocharged engine.Technological

advances such as high pressure direct

petrol injection, ensure plenty of

power and torque plus real

fuel efficiency.

1.6 THP 16v 175 bhp
Peugeot has brought together a range

of advanced engine technologies to

create a powerplant with searing

performance.This all-new 175 bhp

engine delivers smooth, usable power

with direct fuel injection and virtually

instant thrust from the fast-response

twin scroll turbocharger.And with a

massive 260Nm of torque, you’ll

always have the potential for

immense performance on tap.

Diesel

1.4 litre HDi 70 bhp 
Fun, clean and positively frugal.

This efficient, turbocharged diesel uses

HDi (high pressure direct injection)

technology to increase torque while

cutting noise and vibration. Comes

with a 5-speed manual gearbox

to help you make the most of

its performance.

1.6 litre 16v HDi 90 bhp
Quick and highly economical, we’ve

given this innovative turbo diesel an

aluminium engine block to reduce

weight and help towards better

weight distribution, ensuring you a

fast response and superb poise on

the road.

1.6 litre 16v HDi 110 bhp
All the performance you could need

to get your pulse racing and exploit

the new 207’s superb roadholding

abilities.This powerplant features a

variable geometry turbocharger with

an overboost which gives you extra

temporary power for really swift

acceleration.A respectable 60.1 mpg

in the combined drive cycle plus a

particulate emission filter (FAP)

means you can still have fun while

respecting the environment.

Particulate Emission Filter (FAP)
The FAP is a porous structure

integrated into the catalytic converter

to trap harmful particles of carbon

as the exhaust gas passes through

it, reducing emissions to barely

measurable amounts without

affecting performance.

Automatic sequential gearbox*

Enjoy the relaxed approach of an

automatic combined with all the fun

and control of selecting your own

gears, courtesy of the “Tiptronic

System Porsche” automatic

sequential gearbox. Sequential mode

lets you go through the four gears

quickly and precisely. Automatic

mode does all the gear changing

for you.

*Available on 1.6 VTi 16v 120 bhp engine.

PETROL DIESEL

1.4 litre 
8v 75 bhp

1.4 litre
VTI

95 bhp

1.6 litre 
VTI

120 bhp

1.6 litre 
VTI 120 bhp
Automatic

1.6 litre
THP 150 bhp

1.6 litre THP
175 bhp

1.4 litre
HDi

70 bhp

1.6 litre
16v HDi
90 bhp

1.6 litre
16v HDi
110 bhp

Urban
33.6

(8.4)

34.8

(8.1)

33.6

(8.4)

28.8

(9.8)

30.3

(9.3)

28.5

(9.9)

48.7

(5.8)

48.7

(5.8)

47.1

(6.0)

Extra Urban
56.5

(5.0)

56.4

(5.0)

58.8

(4.8)

51.3

(5.5)

50.4

(5.6)

49.5

(5.7)

74.3

(3.8)

74.3

(3.8)

68.9

(4.1)

Combined
44.8

(6.3)

46.3

(6.1)

46.3

(6.1)

40.3

(7.0)

40.3

(7.0)

39.2

(7.2)

62.7

(4.5)

62.7

(4.5)

60.1

(4.7)

CO2 emissions (g/km) 150 145 145 167 166 171 120 120 124

Consumption mpg

(litre/100km)
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Confidence //

Intelligent protection

21

Start searching out all those twisting

bends.The 207’s agile steering, balanced

chassis and superior suspension add up

to some incredible road-holding

A rigid body and wide track coupled

with corner-hugging McPherson front

suspension plus a steel rear axle

featuring a deformable crossmember

means it’s perfectly set up to take

whatever the road throws at it.

While variable, electric powerassisted

steering makes for precise handling on

the road and easy manoeuvring when

you’re parking.

But that’s not all.

To guarantee a safer driving experience,

the 207 is equipped with a sophisticated

braking system that includes :

• Anti-lock brakes (ABS), to help you

retain control of the steering when

you need to stop in an emergency.

• Electronic Brake Force Distribution

(EBFD), which steps in to apply

braking force separately on individual

wheels – maintaining stability even

when you’re braking on a corner.

• Emergency Brake Assist (EBA)

increases your braking power to help

you come to a halt quickly and safely.

You also have the option of adding

our Electronic Stability Programme

(ESP)*, which performs four further

functions for extra safety:

• Traction Control (ASR) adjusts your

brake pressure, and if necessary the

engine revs, to prevent the wheels

from spinning when accelerating or

on slippery road surfaces.

• Dynamic Stability Control (CDS)

continuously monitors and compares

data transmitted by both the steering

wheel sensor and the yaw sensor to

detect any over or understeer,

discretely re-balancing the car where

necessary.

• Low Dynamic ESP (LDE) makes

minor corrections to your brake

pressure around bends to avoid any

loss of control. (New feature.)

• Understeer Control Logic (UCL)

reduces road speed by cutting the

throttle and applying brake force to

two wheels if any understeer occurs.

(New feature.)

As you might expect from Peugeot,

the 207 puts your safety first in

other ways too.The high-intensity

headlights feature directional lighting**

which makes it easier to spot cyclists or

pedestrians at the side of the road.And

if you do have to brake sharply, the car’s

hazard warning lights will come on

automatically to warn drivers behind.

New SSP system (Steering Stability
Program)
Peugeot’s innovative Steering Stability

Programme (SSP) debuts on the GTi

THP 175. It reduces braking distances by

up to 3 metres in poor road conditions

by linking the variable power steering to

the Electronic Stability Programme

(ESP).This gives you an unprecedented

amount of control over the car,

increasing your feeling of security when

driving, even if surfaces are slippery.

*Standard on GT. Combined option with directional

lighting on Sport and SE Premium.

**Standard on GT. Combined option with ESP on

Sport and SE Premium.

We didn’t just want the 207 to be the drive of your life.We wanted you to feel that it’s one of
the safest drives of your life too.That’s why we’ve combined exhilarating performance with some
advanced active safety features for total peace of mind.

In the event of an accident, crumple
zones at the front and rear of the car
are designed to take the brunt of the
force and keep the passenger
compartment intact.And should you
be involved in a head-on collision, the
steering column moves down,
lowering the chance of it harming the
driver and cutting the risk of the
engine and gearbox being pushed
back into the cabin.The driver’s
footrest is also designed to absorb
the shock of any impact, reducing the
possibility of ankle injuries.

If you’re hit from the side, you’ll
discover that the 207 also has
reinforcement panels built into the
doors to increase structural rigidity
and protect your passengers.

And no matter where the danger
comes from, you have the
reassurance of knowing that the front
seat belts are equipped with
pretensioners, and that both the front
and rear belts feature force limiters, to
keep you and your passengers safely
restrained in your seats. Plus, just to
make doubly sure everyone’s secure,
the fasten seat belt indicator will light
up in the instrument panel should any
of your passengers forget to belt up.

Beyond that, to give you the best
possible protection in a crash, the 207
also comes with six airbags*:
• adaptive driver and front passenger

airbags, which take into account the
severity of the impact, for head and
upper body protection

• front side airbags to protect the
driver and front passenger’s chests
and bodies

• front and rear curtain air bags** to
protect the heads of all passengers.

Want to carry your tiny VIPs in
complete safety too? Of course. In
the rear of the car you’ll find two
ISOFIX positions, each with three
anchor points, so you can fit
compatible child seats quickly and
easily. It’s also safe, and legal, to put
your little one up front in a rear facing
baby seat, because we’ve added a
switch that deactivates the passenger
airbag.Another clever bit of thinking
that led to us being awarded 4 stars
in the Euro NCAP tests for child
safety.

The 207 even protects people
outside your car.The front has been
specifically designed to cause
minimum injury to pedestrians in a
collision – gaining us 3 stars in the
Euro NCAP tests for pedestrian
safety as a result.
Finally, you’ll be pleased to know that
we’ve also built-in a number of
features to take care of your 207
itself.To deter thieves and intruders,
we’ve included anti-pick locks that
disengage if anything other than the
key is inserted.There’s also a coded
anti-start device, deadlocks, a remote
controlled alarm system

†
…

The 207 is certainly one tough
customer.

*Four on Urban model.

**Not on Urban.
†
Standard on GT and GTi. Optional on S, Sport and

SE Premium.

Active safety

To find out more 
about 207 technology visit
www.peugeot.co.uk

Sometimes, you can’t avoid getting into a dangerous situation. So we’ve done everything we can to
protect you and your passengers from unforeseen hazards when you’re in your 207.Which is one
of the reasons why it’s won the coveted 5-Star Euro NCAP rating for adult safety.

Passive safety
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The test drive of your life
www.peugeot.co.uk

So now you’ve met the 207.

You’ve got an idea of what it’s all

about, what it can do. And you’ve

had a glimpse of all the good times

that could lie ahead.

Along the way, you should also have

come to understand how we’ve

used our expertise to develop a car

that not only looks great, but

combines pace with agile, responsive

handling to make it the drive of 

your life.

And as part of the journey, you’re

sure to have gained an insight into

the way we think and how our

values are continuing to shape the

marque.We also hope you’ve come

to trust the quality and value that

the Peugeot brand represents.

But the ride doesn’t have to stop

here. If you’d like to get to know the

207 better, either go to

www.peugeot.co.uk or visit your

nearest Peugeot Dealer to book a

test drive.

Who knows, it could

change your life.



Choice //

The perfect match

• Dynamic front styling

• Driver and passenger airbag

• Side airbags

• ABS with EBFD and EBA

• Three adjustable rear head restraints

• Remote central locking with deadlocks

• Electric front windows

• 2/3 - 1/3 split folding rear seat

• Radio/CD player

• Driver and passenger seat height adjustment

• Steering column adjustable for reach and rake

• Trip computer

Urban

Black/Grey Farah cloth

25

Pale Grey leather seats are optional on SE Premium.

Urban Dials



S = Urban features +

• Dynamic front styling

• Front fog lights

• Available with or without air-conditioning

• Electrically operated and heated door

mirrors

• Curtain airbags

• Body coloured door handles

S

S Dials

Sport = S features +

• Sport front styling

• 15” Monaco alloy wheels on 1.4 litre

• 16” Spa alloy wheels on other engines

• Chrome exhaust trim

• Sports front seats

• Front fog lights

• Lion Grey finish to front grille

• Leather steering wheel and gear knob

• Colour coded side rubbing strips

• Full leather interior (Black) - optional

Sport 

Lion Grey upper dashboard decor Sport dialsJules dashboard decor 

Black/Grey Toluca clothBlack/Grey Savona cloth



SE Premium = Sport features +

• 16" Estoril alloy wheels on 1.6 litre models

• Cielo full length glass roof with sunblind

• Fragrance diffuser

• Automatic lights and wipers

• Dual zone climate control airconditioning

• Athermic windscreen

• Electrochrome rear view mirror

• Full leather interior (Pale Grey) - optional

SE Premium GT = SE Premium features +

• Electric folding door mirrors

• 17" Hockenheim alloy wheels

• Directional headlights

• Tyre pressure sensors

• Carpet mats

• Alarm

• Alumimiun pedals and gear knob

• ESP

• Electric rear windows (5-door)

• Full leather interior (Black) - optional

GT

Optional perforated Black Mistral leather*

*Front seats: top of seat cushions and middle and bottom of seat

backs are perforated leather.The rest of the seat facings are full leather.

Rear seats: bottom part of door trims, seat cushion tops and middle

and bottom parts of seat backs are perforated leather.The rest of the

seat facing is full leather.

Optional Pale Grey leatherSE dials Ondine dashboard decor

Jakarta Black cloth/leather

Gordon dashboard decorGT dials

Arusha Pale Grey velour



GTi GTi features:

• Alarm

• Aluminium pedals and gearknob

• ESP

• ABS with EBFD and EBA

• 17'' Pitlane alloy wheels

• Twin sports exhaust

• Sports front bucket seats with

integral head restraints

• Unique leather steering wheel

Optional Octane pack adds:

• 'Black Chrome' finish headlights

• Dark tinted rear window and rear

side glass

• Rear parking aid

• Body colour rear bumper insert

• Cruise Control / Speed Limiter

• Electric folding door mirrors

• Directional headlights

• Tyre pressure sensors

• Electrochrome rear view mirror

• Automatic lights and wipers

• Dual zone climate control air

conditioning

• Athermic windscreen

Satin chrome finish door mirrors

GTi badge

Alcantara front bucket seats

With Alcantara-trimmed seats front

and rear, contrasting white stitching,

leather steering wheel and satin

chrome-trimmed mirrors, you’re

surrounded by the 207 GTi THP

175’s serious sporting credentials.



Shark Grey Salamanca Orange Diablo Red Lacerta

4.030m1.474m
1.720m including wing mirrors

1
.4

7
2
m

2.540m wheelbase

OK, so you’ve found the 207 that’s right for you. Now it’s time to really make it
your own, by choosing a colour that goes as well with your lifestyle as it does with
your style of driving.

Choice // 33

Colours, wheels and dimensions
15" Hobart wheel

15" Monaco alloy wheel 16" Estoril alloy wheel 16" Spa alloy wheel 17" Hockenheim alloy wheel

15" Auckland wheel   

Metallic colours (option at extra cost)

Solid colours

Aluminium Montebello Blue Neysha Blue Aegean Blue

Iron Grey Slate Grey Onyx Black

Bianca White Flamenco Red 

17" Pitlane alloy wheel

*Depending on engine.

Levels
15" Auckland

wheel   
15" Hobart

wheel
15" Monaco
alloy wheel 

16" Estoril
alloy wheel 

16" Spa
alloy wheel 

17" Hockenheim
alloy wheel 

17" Pitlane
alloy wheel 

Urban • - - - - - -

S - • - - - - -

Sport - - •* - •* - -

SE Premium - •* •* - - -

GT - - - - - • -

GTi - - - - - - •
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Peugeot Warranties

As well as the 2 year unlimited
mileage manufacturer’s Warranty, all
vehicles first registered in the UK and
purchased from a UK Peugeot Dealer
come with a free, optional additional
year of Warranty through the Peugeot
UK Dealer network.The mileage limit
on this additional Warranty is 60,000
miles (100,000 miles for Boxer vans
excluding Motorhomes and other
converted vehicles) from first
registration. At the end of the 3 year
Warranty period (or after 60,000
miles) you have the option to
purchase a Peugeot Platinum
Extended Warranty. Our cars also
come with a 12 Year Anti-Perforation
and 3 Year Paint Warranty (6 and 2
years on vans). For full terms and
conditions on all of these, please
contact your Peugeot Dealer..

Peugeot Assistance 

All new Peugeots come with 12
months’ Peugeot Assistance – our
breakdown assistance service (36
months for the 607).This covers all
incidents involving vehicle-based faults
for you and anyone else driving your
car with your permission. It is available
24/7, 365 days a year.

Peugeot Assistance includes European
cover, homestart, roadside assistance,
vehicle recovery and a free
replacement car or hotel
accommodation if required. It can be
extended for a further 12 months, or
24 months, and to protect you against
non-vehicle faults (such as punctures)
at specially discounted rates, by calling
0870 752 7050.

Peugeot service care

Peugeot vehicles benefit from
extended service intervals of up to
20,000 miles or 2 years (12,000 miles
for 1.6 HDi diesel and 2.0 litre 180
bhp petrol engines; 24,000 miles or 2
years on Boxer, 10,000 miles or 1 year
on 107). Please refer to the
maintenance book for details of the
service intervals for specific models
and vehicles operating in arduous
conditions.

To minimise the inconvenience often
associated with servicing, our Dealers
promise to offer you a number of
options.

• A while-you-wait service, with a
timed appointment.

• Local vehicle collection from your
home, or from your work.

• Alternative transport to a train
station, home, or work.

• By arrangement, a hire car at a
concessionary rate.

What’s more, they will aim to ensure
that your vehicle is cleaned before
you get it back.

Finance – Let the Specialists help 

Peugeot Financial Services offer a
number of flexible finance plans that
make owning a new Peugeot easy.
We specialise in car finance and can
provide you with choice, convenience
and flexibility direct through your local
dealer.
Whichever finance plan you choose,
your local Dealer will arrange it all for
you.
If you would like more information on
the range of finance products
available, please ask to see our
brochure.
Written quotations are available on

request from Peugeot Financial
Services, Quadrant House, Princess
Way, Redhill RH1 1QA. Over 18’s
only, a guarantee may be required.

Peugeot Insurance 

Peugeot Insurance has been designed
specifically for Peugeots and offers
tailored cover at a competitive price. If
you are unfortunate enough to have
an accident, one of our Peugeot
Approved Accident Repair Centres
will repair your car, using only Peugeot
original parts. Plus we’ll give you a
courtesy car while yours is being
repaired (subject to availability when
you use an approved repairer).

When the time comes to renew your
insurance cover, why not try Peugeot
Insurance? 

You can call Peugeot Insurance for a
quote on 0870 0240 206.
Lines open 8am-8pm weekdays, 9am-
5pm Saturdays.
Max call charge from a BT landline is
8p per minute. Calls from other
networks may vary. Calls may be
recorded.
Peugeot Insurance is underwritten by
UK Insurance Limited. Conditions
apply.

Peugeot and the Environment

Our website has full details on all
Peugeot products, and offers available
in the UK.You’ll also find information
about our environmental and
recycling policies.

Peugeot Accessories 

Peugeot Accessories are designed
specifically for each model which
means there are no compromises on
fit or function. In addition they are

rigorously tested to our own high
standards giving you complete
confidence and peace of mind.We
also offer a wide choice of original
Peugeot merchandise designed to suit
your Peugeot and your lifestyle. Be
sure not to miss our Ligne de style
Peugeot merchandise catalogue – it’s
a great place to look for treats or gifts
for any Peugeot owner. To download
the latest catalogue visit
www.peugeot.co.uk

Peugeot online
Discover more about us at
www.peugeot.co.uk

About this brochure
The information contained in this brochure is based on
the data and images available at the time of printing. All
equipment shown is factory fitted, or available as an
option at extra cost (depending on model).Where you
see a feature described as an option, you should assume
that it is available at extra cost, unless specifically stated
otherwise. Some feature combinations may not be
available in the UK. Also, some photography may feature
vehicles which are left hand drive. As part of our policy
of continuous specification improvement, Peugeot
reserve the right to modify technical equipment, the
options available, and colours at any time. For full
specification ask your Peugeot Dealer, or click on
www.peugeot.co.uk.
Please note that print and photographic processes used
in the creation of this brochure may alter the depth and
tone of the colours shown.
This brochure is not a contractual document or offer of
sale.The details in this brochure cannot be reproduced
without the expressed authorisation of Peugeot.

Issued by:
Sales and Marketing
Peugeot Motor Company plc
Aldermoor House
PO Box 227, Aldermoor Lane
Coventry CV3 1LT

For details of HM Forces tax-free military sales contact:
Peugeot Export, 454-490 Mile End Road, London E1 4PE
Telephone: 020 7791 9044
Email: peugeot.export@peugeotmail.co.uk
www.export.peugeot.co.uk
Customers seeking End of Vehicle Life information
should call 0845 257 3233
For all other enquiries please call 0845 200 1234
(Calls will be charged at local rate and may be recorded
for training or quality purposes.)

When you choose Peugeot, you have the reassurance of knowing that your vehicle has been
designed and manufactured to give you years of worry-free motoring.What’s more, as a Peugeot
owner, you can rely on a comprehensive range of customer care services from your Dealer. So
you can be sure that you’re talking to a specialist who’ll listen to you, understand your problems
and respond efficiently – someone who also has the expertise to maintain your Peugeot correctly,
using trained technicians, Peugeot Diagnostic Equipment and Peugeot Original Equipment Parts.
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Dealer stamp

For more information
www.peugeot.co.uk
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